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March 23, 1994 

Carol Rasco 

Assistant to the President 


for Domestic Policy 

White House 

2nd Eloor. West Wing 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 

Washington, DC 20500 


Dear Carol: 

"Thanks for tak "ng-~-ti"me- ::to- meet wi th~ US~ on- .Marftl --4---to share i nformati on and 
listen to our concerns! As discussed in the meeting, we are sending SOml! 
specific questions/issues related to the Vaccines for Children Program. As 
you know, Arkansas has an outstanding immunization program; but, we realize we 
must do more to assure that our 0-2 year olds are adequately 1mmunized and 
that we cannot do it alone. We will work hard to implement the new 
legislation, although it will produce many challenges and changes. Your 
support and assistance in helping address our concerns will enable us to work 
through these changes and successfully integrate th~m with the current program 
in Arkansas. 

I am also sending some information on lead screening issues. Please can 
Martha Hiett at (501) 661-2243 if you have questions or need more informiltion; 

Again, we enjoyed the opportunitYcto visit with you. Dr. Nichols and I ilre 
planning to be in Washington, April 1'9' arid 20for'an ASTHO meeting andf'hqpe to: 
have a chance to follow up ~ith you personally then. 

Sincere 1 y, 

~SCh' DIrector 

Bur~au of Public Health Programs 


NK:MH: lmh 



RCFA Rules vs. CDC Guidelines for Le8.d Poisoning 

ISSUE: RISK SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE 

A recent collection ofarticles in the pediatric literature concerning the set ofquestions recommended by 
CDC to assess risk for lead toxicity suggests that the first question alone, or perhaps question I combined 
with the second question, has a negative predictive value equivalent to that of all five questions. Some of 
the studies suggest that the other questions, such as those concerning residence near a "major highway" or 

. parental occupation in a lead-related activity, have absolutely no usefulness in predicting childhood lead 
poisoning in suburban or rural areas. Furthermore, there is absolutely no literature regardirtg the additional 
four questions imposed by HCFA. The question pertaining to lead in water Supply lines is particulaily 
objectionable in view ofthe low contribution ofwater lead to blood lead levels and the extreme unlikdihood 
of finding an elevated blood lead in a child for whom this is the only "risk mctor." Many parents in the 
Medicaid population will not know the answer to the question and thus will have to be presumed 
"high-risk;" for those who do know, the answer will usually be yes, meaning that there is almost no point in 
administering the assessment at all. Ifan assessment tool must be used, it therefore should incorporate only 
the first CDC question in order to maximize cost-effectiveness. 

ISSUE: FOLLOW-UP TESTING FREQUENCY 

For children who are deemed "high-risk" on the basis ofthe verbal assessment, there needs to be soml~ 
mechanism in place for curtailing routine blood lead screening after they have bad repeatedly negative 
blood lead test results. The CDC recommends testing children deemed "high-risk," and with negative initial 
results, every six months until two consecutive measurements are <10 ""gldL, then yearly thereafter. 
However, the HCF A rules mandate blood lead testing at every periodic visit as long as the "high-risk" 
status remains in effect, regardless of previous results. This means that in many states an infant so 
designated could have a blood lead test at six months, nine months, 12 months, 15 months, 18 months, and 
24 months of age, despite all results being negative. The physical trauma for such children is unnecessary 
(abusive); furthermore, precious resources are being wasted. 

ISSUE: LEAD LEVEL REQUIRING FOLLOW-UP TESTING 

The requirement that all capillary results of~IO J.LgIdL be followed up With a venous determination is also 
contradictory to the CDC guidelines and lacking in scientific basis. First ofall, any test determination in 

. the 10-14 f.1g1dL range (venous or capillary) is accurate only within plus or rninus 3-4 J.LgIdL. SecoD(Uy, 
there is no recommended follow-up for these results other than a repeat test in several months. Therefore, 
since venous blood sticks are more invasive and technically more difficult to do (hence more traumatic),

) . 
why not at least allow providers to appropriately follow up on these levels based on a capillary result rather 
than require a venous sample? This would again result in overall savings to the program. 

ISSUE: RECOGNITION OF "LEAD-FREE" ZONES 

The absence ofa provision for designation of "lead-free" zones in the HCF A rules is a major omission. 
Despite the lack of clear guidance from CDC in this regard, there should be no doubt that state public 
health agencies are in the best position both to establish a reasonable definition for such zones as well. as to 
designate these, where appropriate. Our own experience the past two years has established several counties 
where screening ofhundreds or even thousands of Medicaid recipients has yielded a less than 0.5% 
prevalence ofconfirmed blood lead levels> 15 mgldL. Clearly, resources have been, and continue to be, 
misappropriated in these regions. Support has also been growing within the pediatric community for a 
more targeted approach to screening. Both Dr. Birt Harvey, past president of the American Academy of 
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Pediatrics, and Dr. Sergio Piomelli, Professor of Pediatrics at Columbia University and a member ofthe 
CDC committee which issued the latest guidelines, have recently published commentaries in the joumal 
Pediatrics that call for a re-evaluation ofthe AAP and CDC recommendations for mass screening. 
Substantive issues of cost-effectiveness for the recommended approach have never been addressed, 
according to the authors. It is clear that an unbiased re-examination ofthe data is in order, but in the: 
meantime, HCFA should allow more flexibility for states to target screening efforts based upon their own 
analysis of pertinent screening data. 



VACCINES FOR CHILDREN PROGRAM (VCF) 


ISSUE:. 	Communications between COCo and the National Vaccme Program Office and State 
Health DepartJ.nents. 

We have concerns that CDC and particularly the National Vaccine Program Office, HHS; 
are not working closely with states on program/policy development. 

It is critical to the success of the Vaccines for Children Program for CDC and the National 
Vaccine Program Office, HHS to work closely with states to get input before making 

. decisions and implementing new programs/initiatives, etc. Some examples include: 

1) 	 National Media Campaign - Many states already have media campaigns which were 
developed as part of their Immunization Action Plans, but the new national campaign 
was developed without getting input from states on what was already in place. 

2) 	 CDC recently held a meeting for private providers but didn't invite any health 
department representatives nor notify states who would be attending. Since health 
departments will be responsible for enrolling private providers, having representatives 
from health departments at the meeting could have helped to promote cooperation and 
coordination and assure that health departments and other providers heard/received the 
same· infonnation. 

3) 	 We were told at the Atlanta meeting in January that CDC would convene workgroups 
to discuss the vaccine ordering/distribution system(s). To our knowledge, no meetings 
have occurred. Rather than CDC mandating one distribution system, states need as 
much flexibility as possible to establish the system that works best within each 
respective state. For example, in Arkansas, the Health Department would like to . 
distribute vaccine to all public providers but have CDC (Federal govennnent) or the 
manufacturer ship directly to privately providers. In another state, the health 
department may choose to distribute the vaccine to all providers. 

ISSUE: Status of 317 grant funding. 

We have been given various answers concerning the future of 317 grant funds to states 
(regular Immunization Grants, especially direct assistance). We've been told that they 
would: continue at the present level, continue at a reduced level, and/or be phased out. 
Continuation of these funds is critical to immunization programs in state health 
departments! In addition, it is impossible to plan without knowing the status Of these grant 
funds. 

We have also been told that money would be available to assist states with vaccine 
ordering and distribution systems. We don't know how much will be available, when 
it will be available, or how it will be distributed, e.g., formula-based, per grant 
request, etc. States need these answers soon, as we must start to look at developing/ 
operating the distribution system. 



ISSUE: Vaccine for the underinsured. ~ 
, /: 

......... 


Under the new legislation;only FQHC's can receive vaccine' to immunize the 
underinsured. In Arkansas, this will place a tremendous burden on clients due to the 
limited number of community health centers (CHC's) and where they are located. Also, 
many CHC's that have been providing inununizations on a limited basis will find it difficult 

. 	 to handle an increased demand for this service. At the January meeting, other states also 
voiced concems related to this issue. We underst~.U1d that efforts are underway at the 
Federal level for CHC's to "deputize" public health units as FQHC's to allow them to give ~ inununizations to underinsured children. This type of arrangement or something similar 
must be developed for states like Arkansas to achieve 90% levels by 1996. 

ISSUE: Physician participation in Immuoiz.ation Registries 

A key role for health departments is assurance that immunizations are given; this can be 
achieved through monitoring of immunization levels, tracking, and followup. In states like 
Arkansas, this can be done through inununization registries; but states must be given some 
authority and flexibility to help "assure success of the VCF Program. 

ISSUE: Lead responsibility for the VCF Program 

At the Atlanta meeting, there seemed to be sOBle confusion about the lead agency, as the 
National Vaccine Program Office staff appeared to be in charge of the meeting. This 
seemed to contribute to the lack of answers regarding the program and a delay in getting 
guidelines out to states. Because states have worked successfully with CDC in the past, we 
feel positive about tlleir experience, expertise, and coordination with state programs and 
that CDC is the obvious, logical choice to run the Program. As discussed earlier, CDC 
must work closely with states on an ongoing basis; and, short tell11, must get VCF Program 
guidelines to the states as soon as possible. (We have been told we'will get them by 
mid-April; October 1 is only about 6 months away.) 
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Association of State and Territorial Health Officials 
415 Second Street, NE, Suite 200· Washington, DC 20002 

(202) 546-5400 Fax (202) 544-9349 

Memorandum 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Carol Roscoe 
George Degnon 
March 24, 1994 
Immunization Program 

Carol, thank you for your interest in the implementation of the President's Immunization 
Initiative at the State level. As we discussed, we share similar concerns about this program. 
ASTHO remains committed to increasing the immunization rates of our nation's children. 
We remain dedicated to working with the federal government in achieving this goal. In light 
of that commitment, I would like to raise the following issues related to the implementation 
of the President's Immunization Initiative: 

1) Six months after passage of the law, we are now working closely with the CDC on 
the implementation of the Vaccines for Children portion of the President's initiative. We 
recognize that CDC, as well as states, is working under almost impossible deadlines to fully 
implement this program on October 1 of this year. CDC appears to be facing some 
problems in making policy decisions, these problems appear to coming from "upstairs" 
within HHS as well as OMB as well. These issues, such as resources to states for capacity 
building, distribution of vaccines, accountability, etc. are delaying their ability to quickly 
relay information to the states. Training meetings on the implementation of the Vaccines for 
Children Program are scheduled in May, but we are concerned that the information flow in 
preparation for this meeting, as well as the ability for CDC to respond in a timely manner 
to state concerns raised at the meeting, will make it difficult for states to take the steps 
necessary to implement the program in the four months remaining after the May meetings. 
Little has been done to begin educating private providers on this program and to encourage 
their participation. States are not yet equipped to carry forward a message to their own 
private providers, because they really don't know what the message is yet. This is especially 
alarming considering that states will have to set up ordering processes and begin to take 
orders long before the October 1 kickoff date. With appropriate and timely information,· 
states can do an effective PR job in promoting this law. 

2) The second issue is the Outreach Campaign of the President's Initiative. The best way 
to ensure that a nationwide initiative is successful at the state level is to secure the 
involvement of state officials in the development of the concept, implementation plans and 
strategies at an early level. Because these are such visible programs we are concerned that 
if not done in strong collaboration with states a':ld other appropriate parties they have the 



potential of impeding state progress beyond th,is one-time campaign. Again, ASTHO and the 
states stand ready to work in any way possible to make this? success. We encourage that 
national efforts be coordinated with state programs to ensure that there is not duplicate 
efforts and messages. . 

, . , 

3) We are also concerned that we are having a National Infant Immunization Week, five 
months before the Vaccines for Children Program takes effect. Therefore, private providers 
may still be referring their clients to public health agencies that may not be fully prepared 
for the hopeful onslaught of children seeking vaccinations. This is even further complicated 
by the fact that last year's vaccine law required a retroactive tax on state vaccine floor stock 
that equaled about $37 miUion. CDC paid this tax (with state approval and appreciation) 
from the 1994 Immunization Program Resources. However, this means that state purchasing 
power with federal vaccine dollars has decreased by this amount for the remainder of this 
year.' If a larger number of children than expected present for immunizations during the 
Immunization Week, we are likely to face shortfalls before the end of September. We 
believe that the retroactive excise tax was particularly burdensome since we have a letter 
from the Administration that the National Vaccine Injury Program is viable and that the 
retroactive portion of the tax was not needed for the s,olvency of the fund. ' 

4) Anqther issue related to the Outreach Campaign is the Regional Coordinators/Regional 
Workshops. The second phase of the campaign is to hire regional coordinators in each of 
the 10 HHS regions. These coordinators are to work with local communities to get them 
involved in the immunization effort. ASTHO strongly questions this effort. We do not 
believe that it is the role of the federal goVernment to by-pass states and work directly with 
communities in establishing coalitions and networks on any issue. This is a fundamental, 
mandated responsibility of state and local public health agencies. We believe that the 
resources being spent on this effort could and would be more adequately spent on providing 
states with needed money to develop or enhance their own efforts. Most states have started 
community building and are best equipped to respond to the needs of different communities 
in their state. Also the National Vaccine Program Office is proposing to do regional' 
meetings in each region to promote coordination among community groups and public 

health agencies. To date, the dates ofthe meetings have not been announced but they are 

suppose to occur in June/July. As time comes closer it will become more and more difficult 

to secure the participation of appropriate parties. Also while this takes a regional approach 

to coalition building (which is betterthan a national approach) it still misses the fact that 

even states in the same region have different needs arid even within individual states, 


, communities have different needs. Pulling a group together to get them exercised about 

immunizations, when at the local level there may not be the resources to fully follow

through in providing the vaccines, we believe has the potential of being counterproductive.' 


5) States and ASTHO have serious concerns about the role of the National Vaccine Program 
Office. We believe that this office is jus~ adding another layer of bureaucracy to an already 
understaffed program. We understand the importance that the President places on th is issue 
and applaud his efforts. However, we are concerned that the National Vaccine Program 
Office is disrupting CDC management operations and procedures. If CDC is the responsible 
agency for implementing the Vaccines for Children Program, then CDC should be provided 
with all resources necessary to properly coordinate the campaign. 
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6) Finally, we have concerns about the actual Vaccines for Children Law. This law 
providers that federally purchased vaccines will be provided to any child without health 
insurance or on Medicaid. The law only provides federal vaccinesto underinsured children 
that present at community health centers, rural health clinics or FQHCs. This is raising 
serious problems in many states. For example, in Alaska, th~re is only one community 
health center. This lack of recognition of the important role public health agencies play in 
immunizing children, is extremely damaging to the President's immunization goals since it 
is public health initiatives which have had the most success in getting children immunized. 
This whole issl:le was further compounded by the cuts in the CDC immunization program 
in the President's budget. By reducing the resources that states will have available to 
purchase vaccines for this underinsured population, more and more children are likely to 
be referred to FQHCs thus creating another barrier to immunizations. This problem of nt;m 
coverage for underinsured children is also an issue for private physicians. Without coverage 
of this population by private doctors it is unlikely.that many of them will choose to 
participate.in the program - few doctors see children without health insurance, many see 
children whose insurance does not cover vaccines. 

ASTHO remains committed to higher immuniz.ation rates. Public health practices have had 
the most significant impact in increasing immunization rates in this nation.' We encourage 
the Administration to access our talents. States and ASTHO can provide the following; 

• 	 Incredibly dedicated program staff to get the job done - given the opportunity, the 
information and the necessary resources. This has not yet happened! 

.• 	 Effective public information teams that can work with the state health officers and 
governors to put childhood immunizations before the public. Although we had 
assurances that these efforts would be coordinated with the states, state public 
relations directors have not yet been properly consulted! 

• 	 . Teams of local liaison staff in' each state that can build strong community 
relationships: They are not being utilized, but instead are being. preempted by 
regional coordinators. 

It is crucial that this or any other "one-time" initiative be coordinated with and support the 
ongoing publ ic health programs of state agencies. 

We are committed to ensuring the success of this program. .While CDC has been most 
responsive in advising us on their progress, we again reiterate our interest in being part of 
the team at every step of the process, from determination of private provider reimbursement 
to the agenda for the Regional Meetings - we are in the trenches on these issues every day 
and believe we can contribute to this cooperative effort. Again, we are ready to assist in 
these efforts in any way and continue to work with the CDC. I would be happy to discuss 
this further with you. Thanks again for your interest. Enclosed for your information is our 
communication to states on this subject which puts a "positive-spin" on a trying process. 

http:participate.in


ASSOCIATION OF STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICIALS 
415 Second Street,N.E., Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20002 
(202) 546-5400 

TO: STA1E HEAL1H OFFICIALS 
FROM: GEORGE K DEGNON AND VALERIE MORELLI 
DA1E: MARCH 23,1994 

RE: PRESIDENT'S IMrv1UNIZATION INITIATIVE 

1his memorandum is to share information with you related to the President's Immunization . 
Initiative. At a CDC meeting in Atlanta in January to discuss the initiative, it became clear that 
states had been little-consulted on implementation of the initiative. Since that meeting, AS1HO 
has continued to meet with CDC and the National Vaccine Program Office to raise issues about 
'various components of the program and to ensure that state concerns are being heard. During 
the past few weeks, we have achieved a much closer working relationship with these offices. 

Some of the areas and issues we would like to bring to your attention· include: 

1) ADlVDNIS1RATION OF TIlE VACCINFS FOR CHILDREN PROGRAM -- OBRA 93 
included language to provide federally purchased vaccines to children without health insurance 
or insured by Medicaid (and·.underinsured children presenting at FQHCs.) 1his prognim was 
being implemented both by the CDC and the.,National VacciI:le Program Office. ASTIIO raised 
its concerns about dual involvement, especially since CDC has a long track record in dealing with 
states on immunizations. •Shortly after ';Ve m.et ~th CDC Director pavid Satcher, it was 
announced that the CDC would be administering the e1}tire program out of Atlanta. 

2) VACCINFS FOR CHILDREN PROGRAM -- ASTRO is continuing to work closely with the 
CDC on the implementation of the Vaccines for Children law. 1his law, scheduled to take effect 
on October 1, 1994, will have a profound impact on many state agencies. Through its 
Immunization Task Force, AS1HO is working to ensure that the maximum amount of state 
flexibility is provided and that the minimum amount ofreporting requirements and "red tape" are 
required. ASTRO will be'reviewing the operational manual for the program prior to its release. 
Also, CDC will be hosting training sessions for the regions during May. ASTRO has requested 
that the operational manual be made available prior to the training sessions so that states can 
come better prepared to discuss the implementation process. 

3) PUBllC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMEN1S -- At the January meeting, the CDC announced a 
major national media campaign to be aired in late April around National Infant Immunization 
Week. It was also announced that the ads were reaching fmal production stages. Since it was 
the fIrst that most states had heard of this campaign, there was little we could do to influence or 

.discuss the ads or their integration with state programs. However, ASTRO was successful in 
working with CDC to allow.states to determine if they wanted to locally tag the ads with their 
state information. Many states chose to tag the ads which will soon be distributed to your media 
markets based on directions provided by you and your public information staff. 
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4) REGIONAL a:xlRDINATORS -- COC has hired or is in the process of hiring regional 
coordinators for each region to work with states to assist in developing community organization 
interest in immunization initiatives. These individuals, who will serve through October, were will 
help facilitate coordination at the state and local level for those interested in promoting child 
health. Those hired are being solicited for their grassroots and coalition building skil1s. You are 
encouraged to work with these individuals and to use their skills so that they. can help state 
programs to achieve their objectives. 

5) REGIONAL MEEIlNGS -- Also in January it was announced that Regional Meetings will be 
held in the summer to bring together a variety of individuals, corporations, non-profit 
organizations and public agencies to discuss how to motivate community activities to get more 
children immunized. The COC has indicated it sees these as locally run meetings and that the 
Feds are only there to help coordinate. To that end, AS1HO will be serving on the planning 
committee to ensure that state issues and concerns are addressed. 

We encourage you to share any issues you have related to the implementation of this initiative 
with us at the AS1HO office. AS1HO remains committed to improving the immunization rates 
of all children and continues to work hard to ensure that the new law and the initiative are 
successful for the states. 
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Association of State and Territorial Health Officials 

415 Second street, NE, Suite 200· Washington, DC 20002 
. (202)~0 Fax(202)~9349 

Memorandum· 

To: Caro I Roscoe 
From: George Degnon 
Date: March 24, 1994 

Subject: ASTHO HILL DAY/PUBLIC HEALTH IN HEALTH CARE REFORM 

ASTHO is supportive of health care reform efforts. We believe that public health must be 
an integral part of any reform effort and believe that the President's plan is the only initiative 
on the table which truly begins to address public health. ASTHO has been supportive of 
reform even prior to the President's efforts to bring attention to this subject. (See attached 
statement on Health Care Reform adopted in May, 1992.) We also have developed a paper 
on the President's plan which supports his endeavors and makes suggestions on ways to 
strengthen the b ill (see attached 1994 document). 

However, since the early days of the planned development of the President's plan, the 
ASTHO membership, save for 1 or 2 health officers, have nQt had the opportunity to dialog 
with the President of First Lady on this issue. We were hopeful that the President or the First 
I ad)' )O/o"ld he able to meet lod tb ,,5 d" rjp 8 last )'Sa rls Hi" P3)' HO'OcA,(er, Hi" P3)' 

occurred during the family's person tragedy of losing Mr. Rodham so the meeting did not 
occur. 

State Health Officials will be in town Tuesday, April 19 and Wednesday, April 20 to again 
meet with Congress. The purpose of this meeting will be specifically on public health in 
health care reform. I would appreciate any and all efforts you could provide in affecting a 
meeting with the President or the First Lady with the Health- Officers. The Health Officers 
all remain dedicated to health care reform and believe that the President's Core Public 

. Health Functions are a true recognition of the need for public health. 

Again, any assistance you could provide would be greatly appreciated. I wi II follow up with 
you next week on this issue. Thanks. 
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The Childhood 
Immunization Initiative 

Challenges 
• 	 Vaccines are the most powerful and cost-effective ways to prevent nine infectious diseases in 

children. 
o 	Cases of measles, polio and other diseases have decreased by over 99 percent since introduction of 

vaccines. 


The estimated benefit-cost ratio of vaccines (dollars saved by society for every dol.lar spent) is over 

21: I for measles/mumps/rubella vaccine. is over 30: I for diphtheria/tetanus/pertussis vaccine,. and 

is over 6: 1 for polio vaccine. 


I 

• 	 Although over 96 percent of children are adequately vaccinated by kindergarten, about 15 to 
35 percent of children under age two are inadequately protected against these childhood 
diseases. 

• 	 Between 11-15 vaccine doses are due by age 2, requiring about 5 visits to providers. This is 
about 80 percent of all vaccine doses recommended for children. 

• 	 Failure to immunize children on time led to the 1989-1991 measles epidemic which resulted in I. ~.... 
over 55,000 cases and 11,000 hospitalizations. ""iV~., 

~Goals. 	 ~ 
• 	 The Childhood Immunization Initiative (Cn) has been launched by President Clinton to make 

sure that children do not become sick or die from vaccine preventable diseases. 
• 	 Specific and urgent goals to be accomplished by 1996 are (See Attachment) 

reduce most diseases preventable by childhood vaccination to zero. 

increase vaccination levels for 2-year-old children to at least 90 percent for the initial and most 
g:itigll doses in the vaccine series, and 70 percent for a more recent vaccine (Hepatitis B). 

o 	build a vaccine delivery system to maintain these achievements in the United States within a . 

reformed health care system. 


• 	 By the year 2QOO, a comprehensive infrastructure will be in place to provide the full series of 
vaccines for at least 90 percent of all children. 

Actions 

• 	 Since 1963, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has been responsible for 

providing vaccine, management, technical assistance, information, epidemiology, assessment, 
and other national immunization services. These efforts have been targeted to State and local 
health departments and other partners. The cn enhances CDC's traditional efforts with 
significant resources and activities that now address immunization issues in a comprehensive 
rpanner. cn enhances the following five broad areas designed to attain the goals for 1996 and 
beyond. 

I. Improve the quality and quantity of vaccination delivery services 
II. Reduce vaccine costs for parents (through the Vaccines for Children Program) 
III. Increase community participation, education, and partnerships 
IV. Improve monitoring of disease and vaccination coverage 
V. 	 Improve vaccines and vaccine use 

CDC has developed an extensive Action Plan which includes objectives, action steps, and comprehensive 
timelines designed to achieve the ClI goals. 



Improve the Quality and QuantityAction 
of Vaccination Delivery Services I 

Challenges 
• 	 Since 1963, the Federal Immunization Grant Program ("317" Grants) has assisted States in 

purchasing vaccines and managing programs. However, Federal grant funds could not be used 
to improve the immunization delivery infrastructure e.g., hire staff to give vaccines. 

• 	 The public health system, which serves about 112 of our Nation's children, was seriously eroded 
in the 1980' s 

• 	 Parents faced serious barriers and obstacles to immunization 

o 	Inadequate clinic staff, inconvenient hours, insufficient locations, and other barriers. 


Many missed opportunities to provide vaccines at health care visits. 


o 	Inadequate systems to remind parenls when vaccinations were due for their children and for doctors 
and nurses to determine immunization needs quickly at each office visit. 

Solutions 

• 	 Immunization Action Plans (lAPs) - Beginning in 1992 as a new component of 317 grants, 

Federal grant funds were awarded by CDC to begin making seriously needed improvements to 
the vaccine delivery infrastructure. These lAP funds were supplied to 87 State, Territorial, and 
local health agencies. In 1994, as part of the ClI, lAP funding was tripled to $128 million. These 
funds were awarded based on comprehensive State and local lAP's detailing the State and local 
actions needed to meet immunization coverage targets for children. 

• 	 Performance-based funding - About 30 percent of lAP funding is based on meeting coverage 
targets. In addition, $33 million in new 1994 incentive funds are available for States achieving 
high coverage rates as outlined in legislation. 

• 	 Standards for Pediatric Immunization Practices - These Standards consist of 18 immunization 
practices that all immunization providers should carry out. The Standards are recommended by 
the National Vaccine Advisory Committee and endorsed by the American Academy of Pediat
rics. Implementation of the Standards is designed to remove barriers that (1) impede vaccine 

. delivery and (2) eliminate missed immunization opportunities at office visits. For example, the 
Standards emphasize use of simultaneous vaccination with multiple vaccines to avoid extra visits 
and that parents be given immunization cards to help them and providers know their child's 
immunization needs. 

• 	 CDC will strengthen involvement of private health care providers through improved communi
cation and collaboration to obtain their input and support for the ClI goals. 

• 	 CDC will award additional grant funds to States to help establish Statewide Immunization 
Information Systems to remind parents when vaccinations are due for their children. 
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Action 
Reduce Vaccine Costs for ParentsII 

Challenges 
• 	 Vaccine costs have risen substantially in recent years, to about $280 per child. 

• 	 Parents have increasingly been referred by private providers to public health clinics where 
Federal or State supplied vaccines are free. This referral breaks a child's continuity of care and 
resulting in missed immunizations. 

• 	 Many States invest substantial funds in vaccine purchase, especially through their Medicaid 
program, thus limiting spending on improved immunization infrastructure. 

Solutions 

• 	 The Vaccines for Children (VFC) program will provide free vaccine to about 60 percent of our 
Nation's children, starting in October 1994, by purchasing over $400 million in vaccines. 

Parents of eligible children can obtain vaccinations from their provider of choice, thus allowing 
continuity of care 

o 	Eligible children include those who are Medicaid eligible, those without any=he~ insurance, and 
American Indians. Children served by Federally Qualified Health Centerf(FQHC)ii!1d Rural Health 
Clinics can receive VFC vaccines if their health insurance does not c~ver-immuni?ation. --~ 

D 	States can buy vaccines at significantly reduced Federal prices to allow expanded access to vaccine 
for children in these States. About one-half of the States are considering supplying vaccine to all ~~ .. 
their children. (fJA ~ 

• 	 The attached schematic diagram generally outlines the proposed VFC distribution process. -~~ 

• 	 Federal immunization grant funds and State funds will continue to help meet the needs of r ~ 
children not eligible for the VFC. ~,.;., 
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Increase Community Participation,Action 
Edlllcation, and PartnershipsIII 

Challenges 

• 	 Parental Awareness - while parents are aware immunizations are needed by school age, they are 

often unaware tl:J.at 80% of vaccinations are required by 2 years of age (need to change social 
norm). 

• 	 Providers, sometimes not aware of the urgency and importance of age appropriate immunizatjon, 
often do not use all opportunities to immunize children in their care. 

• 	 Need to improve coordination among the many public and private sector groups working at State 
and community levels to educate and motivate parents/providers (i.e., groups in Harlem unaware 
of each other) and increase understanding of community organizing methods (i.e., how to 
recruit/direct volunteers, develop plan/strategy to use and coordinate diverse organizations, how 
to use media). 

• 	 Need to access the good will and provide opportunities for the many organizations that are not 
involved but desire to participate in immunization related activities. . 

Solutions 

• 	 An aggressive community participation, education and partnership program is a fundamental 

component of the CII. This component seeks to increase awareness of the importance of 
age-appropriate immunization and increase community participation in the effort to educate and 
mobilize parents and providers. 

• 	 CDC is working with State health departments and community-based groups to build or enhance 
capacity to establish or expand coalitions, including: 

o 	recruiting/hiring Outreach Coordinators in each HHS region to work with States and community
based groups. 

o 	convening regional meetings for each HHS region to enhance coordination and communication 
. among States, community-based groups, and others. 

• 	 CDC is reaching out to a cross-section of national organizations, groups, and corporations to 
seek their involvement within coalitions at the State and local levels. 

• 	 CDC is providing other tools and taking additional action to expand awareness and educate 
parents and providers: 

Produced public service announcements, based On extensive collaboration and focus group research, 
for TV, radio, print and other media in English and Spanish languages; 

o 	Established toll-free phone numbers that will provide information in English and Spanish, and will 
also refer parents to local health clinics, and; 

o 	Reached out to the business and entertainment community, such as Gerber, McDonalds, Childrens 
Television Workshop, and Hollywood, to encourage their promotion and marketing of immunization 
messages. 

• 	 CDC is committed to establishing a long-term program that will ensure sustained support for 
these activities. 
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Improve Monitoring of Disease andAction 
Vaccination CoverageIV 

Challenges 

• 	 Epidemics begin in populations with low immunization rates. Quickly finding pockets of low 

immunization rates or disease allows targeting of efforts to high risk populations. 

• 	 Information on immunization coverage at the National, State, and local levels is essential for (I) 
evaluating program effectiveness, (2) identifying populations at high risk for underimmuniza

. tion, and (3) targeting remedial action. 

• 	 No national immunization coverage data were available between 1986 and 1990. 

• 	 No standardized system to collect immunization coverage information at the State and local 
levels has been available. 

• 	 Cases of disease need to Qe rapidly detected to identify underimmunized populations and to 
institute control efforts. 

• 	 Surveillance systems to detect disease often have been inadequate to prevent those cases from 
leading to epidemics. 

Solutions 
• 	 CDC is providing grant funding, for the first time, and scientific/intervention assistance to public 

health agencies to address surveillance weaknesses. This effort will include the investigation 
of each case of vaccine-preventable disease targeted for elimination. 

• 	 As a result of increased cn funding in 1994, comprehensive systems to monitor immunization 
coverage are functioning, or are being developed by CDC, to provide local, State, and National· 
data to help target interventions. 

D 	 The National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) monitors immunization levels nationwide on a 
quarterly basis 

D 	.State and local area immunization levels will be assessed on a quarterly basis through random-digit
dialing surveys in aliSO States and in 28 large urban areas. 

o 	Clinic assessments assist public and private providers to measure immunization levels in populations 
they serve. 

• 	 This systematic evaluation of the outcome ofFederal andState programs toward reaching disease 
and coverage targets addresses an essential component of the ClI, which is to generate data to 
focus accountability for program results. 
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Action 
Improve Vaccines and Vaccine UseV 

Challenges 

• 	 Currently, children require about 11-15 separate immunizations prior to their second birthday. 

This large number makes it more difficult to obtain complete immunization on time. 

• 	 Because of dissemination of inaccurate information, some parents have become more fearful of 
immunizations than the diseases themselves. Such unfounded fears can reduce coverage. 

• 	 Providers can be confused by multiple immunization schedules. 
~ 

Solutions 

• 	 The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and 
the American Academy ofFamily Physicians are working together to develop a single childhood 
immunization schedule. 

• 	 The Public Health Service (NIH, FDA, and CDC) will work with manufacturers and researchers 
to stimulate development of new and combined vaccines to reduce the number of immunizations. 

• 	 Although available vaccines are very safe and effective, CDC will work with States and selected 
provider institutions to enhance systems to detect rare adverse events following vaccination. 
This will provide better information to parents on the risks and benefits of vaccination. 
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Autachment 


Childhood Immunization Initiative 
Vaccination Coverage for 1992* 1993*§ and Vaccine 
Coverage Goals for 1996 and 2000~ , 

Vaccine 1992 1993 1996 2000 

DTP 3+ 83 87 90 90 

OPV3 72 78 90 90 

MMR 83 81 90 90 

Hib 3+ 90 90 

Hep B 3 ~ 13.J 
70 90 

DTP4 

DTP 4, 
OPV 3, MMR, 
Hib 3+, and 
Hep B 3** 

59 

55 

71 

65 

"

\~ ,

\?\~~'\ 

90 

90 

• Coverage for children 19-35 months of age. ~L'~ 

§ Provisional data based on 1 st and 2nd quarters. 

11 Healthy People 2000 goals have not changed . 


.. 1992 and 1993 data are only for DTP4, OPV 3, and MMR 
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The Childhood 

Immunization Initiative 


Challenges 
• 	 Vaccines are the most powerful and cost-effective ways to prevent nine infectious diseases in 

children. 
o 	Cases of measles, polio and other diseases have decreased by over 99 percent since introduction of 

vaccines. 

o 	The estimated benefit-cost ratio of vaccines (dollars saved by society for every dollar spent) is over 
21: 1 for measles/mumps/rubella vaccine, is over 30: I for diphtheria/tetanus/pertussis vaccine, and 
is over 6: I for polio vaccine. 

• 	 Although over 96 percent of children are adequately vaccinated by kindergarten, about 15 to 
35 percent of children under age two are inadequately protected against these childhood 
diseases. 

• 	 Between 11-15 vaccine doses are due by age 2, requiring about 5 visits to providers. This is 
abeut80 percent of all vaccine doses recommended for childsen. 

• 	 Failure to immunize children on time led to the 1989-1991 measles epidemic which resultedln 
over 55,000 cases and 11,000 hospitalizations. 

-Goals 
• 	 The Childhood Immunization Initiative (CIl) has been launched by President Clinton to make 

sure that children do not become sick or die from vaccine preventable diseases. 
• 	 Specific and urgent goals to be accomplished by 1996 are (See Attachment) 

o 	reduce most diseases preventable by childhood vaccination to zero. 

D 	 increase vaccination levels for 2-year-old children to at least 90 percent for the initial and most 
crilka.l doses in the vaccine series, and 70 percent for a more recent vaccine (Hepatitis B). 

build a vaccine delivery system to maintain these achievements in the United States within a 
reformed health care system. 

• 	 By the year 2000, a comprehensive infrastructure will be in place to provide the full series of 
vaccines for at least 90 percent of all children. 

Actions 

• 	 Since 1963, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has been responsible for 

providing vaccine, management, technical assistance, information, epidemiology, assessment, 
and other national immunization services. These efforts have been targeted to State and local 
health departments and other partners. The ClI enhances CDC's traditional efforts with 
significant resources and activities that now address immunization issues in a comprehensive 
manner. ClI enhances the following five broad areas designed to attain the goals for 1996 and 
beyond. 

I. Improve the quality and quantity of vaccination delivery services 
II. Reduce vaccine costs for parents (through the Vaccines for Children Program) 
III. Increase community participation, education, and partnerships 
IV. Improve monitoring of disease and vaccination coverage 
V. 	 Improve vaccines and vaccine use 

CDC has developed an extensive Action Plan which includes objectives, action steps, and comprehensive 
timelines designed to achieve the elI goals. 



Improve the Quality and QuantityAction 
of Vaccination Delivery Services I 

Challenges 
• 	 Since 1963, the Federal Immunization Grant Program ("317" Grants) has assisted States in 

purchasing vaccines and managing programs. However, Federal grant funds could not be used 
to improve the immunization delivery infrastructure e.g., hire staff to give vaccines. 

• 	 The public health system, which serves about 1I2 of our Nation's children, was seriously eroded 
in the 1980's 

• 	 Parents faced serious barriers and obstacles to immunization 

o 	Inadequate clinic staff. inconvenient hours, insufficient locations, and other barriers. 

o 	Many missed opportunities to provide vaccines at health care visits. 

o 	Inadequate systems to remind parents when vaccinations were due for their chi Idren and for doctors 
and nurses to determine immunization needs quickly at each office visit. 

Solutions 

• 	 Immunization Action Plans (lAPs) - Beginning in 1992 as a new component of 317 grants, 

Federal grant funds were awarded by CDC to begin making seriously needed improvements to 
the vaccine delivery infrastructure. These lAP funds were supplied to 87 State, Territorial, and 
local health agencies. In 1994, as part of the cn, lAP funding was tripled to $128 mil1ion. These 
funds were awarded based on comprehensive State and local lAP's detailing the State and local 
actions needed to meet immunization coverage targets for children. 

• 	 Performance-based funding - About 30 percent of lAP funding is based on meeting coverage 
targets. In addition, $33 million in new 1994 incentive funds are available for States achieving 
high coverage rates as outlined in legislation. 

• 	 Standards for Pediatric Immunization Practices - These Standards consist of 18 immunization 
practices that all immunization providers should carry out. The Standards are recommended by 
the National Vaccine Advisory Committee and endorsed by the American Academy of Pediat
rics. Implementation of the Standards is designed to remove barriers that (1) impede vaccine 
delivery and (2) eliminate missed immunization opportunities at office visits. For example, the 
Standards emphasize use ofsimultaneous vaccination with multiple vaccines to avoid extra visits 
and that parents be given immunization cards to help them and providers know their child's 
immunization needs. 

• 	 CDC wil1 strengthen involvement of private health care providers through improved communi
cation and collaboration to obtain their input and support for the cn goals. 

• 	 CDC will award additional grant funds to States to help establish Statewide Immunization 
Information Systems to remind parents when vaccinations are due for their children. 
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Action 
Reduce Vaccine Gosts for ParentsII 

Challenges 

• 	 Vaccine costs have risen substantially in recent years; to about $280 per child. 

• 	 Parents have increasingly been referred by private providers to public health clinics where 
Federal or State supplied vaccines are free. This referral breaks a child's continuity of care and 
resulting in missed immunizations. 

• 	 Many States invest substantial funds in vaccine purchase, especially through their Medicaid 
program, thus limiting spending on improved immunization infrastructure. 

Solutions 

• 	 . The Vaccines for Children (VFC) program will provide free vaccine to about 60 percent of QlJr 

Nation's children, starting in October 1994, by purchasing over $400 million in vaccines. 

o 	Parents of eligible children can obtain vaccinations from their provider of choice, lhus allowing 
continuity of care 

o 	Eligible children include those who are Medicaid eligible, those without any health insurance. and 
American Indians. Children served by Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC) and Rliral Health 
Clinics can receive VFC vaccines if their health insurance does not cover immunization. 

o 	States can buy vaccines at significantly reduced Federal prices to allow expanded access to vaccine 
for children in these States. About one-half of the States are considering supplying vaccine to all 
their children. 

• 	 The attached schematic diagram generally outlines the proposed VFC distribution process. 

• 	 Federal immunization grant funds and State funds will continue to help meet the needs of 
children not eligible for the VFC. 
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Increase Community Participation,Action 
Education, and PartnershipsIII 

Challenges 

• 	 Parental Awareness - while parents are aware immunizations are needed by school age, they are 

often unaware that 80% of vaccinations are required by 2 years of age (need LO change social 
norm). 

• 	 Providers, sometimes not aware of the urgency and importance of age appropriate immunization, 
often do not use all opportunities to immunize children in their care. 

• 	 Need to improve coordination among the many public and private sector groups working at State 
and community levels to educate and motivate parents/providers (i.e., groups in Harlem unaware 
of each other) and increase understanding of community organizing methods (i.e., how to 
recruit/direct volunteers, develop plan/strategy to use and coordinate diverse organizations, how 
to use-media). 

• 	 Need to access the good will and provide opportunities for the many organizations that are not 
involved but desire to participate in immunization related activities. 

Solutions 

• 	 An aggressive community participation, education and partnership program is a fundamental 

component of the CII. This component seeks to increase awareness of the importance of 
age-appropriate immunization and increase community participation in the effort to educate and 
mobilize parents and providers. 

• 	 CDC is working with State health departments and community-based groups to build or enhance 
capacity to establish or expand coalitions, including: 

o 	recruiting/hiring Outreach Coordinators in each HHS region to work with States and community
based groups. 

o 	convening regional meetings for each HHS region to enhance coordination and communication 
among States, community-based groups, and others. 

• 	 CDC is reaching out to a cross-section of national organizations, groups, and corporations to 
seek their involvement within coalitions at the State and local levels. 

• 	 CDC is providing other tools and taking additional action to expand awareness and educate 
parents and providers: 

o 	Produced public service announcements, based on extensive collaboration and focus group research, 
for TV. radio, print and other media in English and Spanish languages; 

o 	Established toll-free phone numbers that will provide information in English and Spanish, and will 
also refer parents to local health clinics, and; 

o 	Reached out to the business and entertainment community, such as Gerber, McDonalds, Childrens 
Television Workshop, and Hollywood. to encourage their promotion and marketing of immunizati6n 
messages. 

• 	 CDC is committed to establishing a long-term program that will ensure sustained support for 
these activities. 
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Improve Monitoring of Disease andAction 
Vaccination CoverageIV 

Challenges 

• 	 Epidemics begin in populations with low immunization rates. Quickly finding pockets of low 

immunization rates or disease allows targeting of efforts to high risk populations. " 

• 	 Information on immunization coverage at the National, State, and local levels is essential for (1) 
evaluating program effectiveness, (2) identifying populations at high risk for underimmuniza
tion, and (3) targeting remedial action. 

• 	 No national immunization coverage data were available between 1986 and 1990. 

• 	 No standardized system to collect immunization coverage information at the State and local 
levels has been available. 

• 	 Cases of disease need to be rapidly detected to identify ungerimmunized populations and to 
institute control efforts. 

• 	 Surveillance systems to detect disease often have been inadequate to prevent those cases from 
leading to epidemics. 

Solutions 
• 	 CDC is providing grant funding, for the first time, and scientific/intervention assistance to public 

health agencies to address surveillance weaknesses. This effort will include the investigation 
of each case of vaccine-preventable disease targeted for elimination. 

, 

• 	 As a result of increased cn funding in 1994, comprehensive systems to monitor immunization 
coverage are functioning, or are being developed by CDC, to provide local, State, and National 
data to help target interventions.' . 

D 	The National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) monitors immunization levels nationwide on a 
quarterly basis 

D 	 State and local area immunization levels will be assessed on a quarterly basis through random-digit
dialing surveys in all 50 States and in 28 large urban areas. 


Clinic assessments assist public and private providers to measure immunization levels in populations 

they serve. 


• 	 This systematic evaluation of the outcome of Federal and State programs toward reaching disease 
and coverage targets addresses an essential component of the CII, which is to generate data to 
focus accountability for program results. 
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Action 
Improve. Vaccines and Vaccine UseV 

Challenges 
• 	 Currently, children require about II 15 separate immunizations prior to their second birthday, 

This large number makes it more difficult to obtain complete immunization on time. 

• 	 Because of dissemination of inaccurate information, some parents have become more fearful of 
immunizations than the diseases themselves. Such unfounded fears can reduce coverage. 

• 	 Providers can be confused by multiple immunization schedules. 

Solutions 
• 	 The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices,-the American Acaaemy of Pediatrics, and 

the American Academy of Family Physicians are working together to develop a sin'gle childhood 
immunization schedule. 

• 	 The Public Health Service (NIH, FDA, and CDC) will work with manufacturers and researchers 
to stimulate development of new.and combined vaccines to reduce the number of immunizations. 

• 	 Although available vaccines are very safe and effective. CDC will work with States and selected 
provider institutions to enhance systems to detect rare adverse events following vaccination. 
This will provide better information to parents on the risks and benefits of vaccination. 
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AUachment 


Childhood Immunization Initiative 

Vaccination Coverage for 1992* 1993*§ and Vaccine 

Coverage Goals for 1996 and 2000'1 

2000
Vaccine 1992 1993 1996 

90
DTP3+ 83 87 90 


90
OPV3 72 78 90 


90
MMR 83 81 90 


90
Hib3+ 50 90 


90
Hep B 3 13 70 


90
DTP4 59 71 


90
DTP 4, 55 65 

OPV 3, MMR, 

Hib 3+, and 

Hep B 3** 


• Coverage for children 19-35 months of age. 

§ Provisional data based on 1 st and 2nd quarters. 

~ Healthy People 2000 goals have not changed. 


** 1992 and 1993 data are only for DTP4, OPV 3, and MMR 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR KEVIN THURM 

FROM: Carol H. Rasco~ 
SUBJECT: Immunization Meeting 

with the Vaccines for· Children Program scheduled to go into 
effect in about 6 months, I would like to schedule a meeting at 
the White House to review the status of the following issues: 

the vaccine purchase contracts with the manufacturers 

the provider delivery system the secretary will be using 

instructions to state Medicaid agencies regarding 
provider outreach and enrollment, state obligations 
with respect to ordering vaccines for participating 
providers, and conditions under which FFP is available 
for these activities as part of states' overall EPSDT 
program 

eligibility standards for children 

instructions to state health agencies and other 
agencies regarding supplemental vaccine purchasing 

special outreach efforts aimed at uninsured, 

under insured and Indian children 


special outreach efforts aimed at enrolling providers 

any. other matters related to the implementation of the 
program 

As I understand it, CDC now has lead responsibility for this 
program; if at all possible, I would like to have personnel from 
Atlanta at the meeting along with other appropriate senior PHS 
staff. I ,also think that because HCFA in many ways will continue 
to playa pivotal role, senior staff from that agency also should 
be present. 

I particularly want to know if any problems in implementation 
have come up, what they are, and how they are being resolved. 

I have asked Rosalyn Miller in my office to expect a call from 
you so that mutually agreeable dates can be explored. If HHS 
wishes to prepare background briefing materials, I would welcome 
them. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR MACK MCLARTY 
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MARCIA HALE 
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PAT GRIFFIN 
CHRISTINE VARNEY 

FROM: Carol H. Rasco 

SUBJECT: Immunization Program 

I apologize for the late notice for this meeting. I have 
scheduled a briefing for this Friday, April 1 in the Roosevelt 
Room at 10 a.m. by HHS to include representatives from Public 
Health Services, HCFA, and CDC in Atlanta on the immunization 
program passed last year and due to take effect in October. I 
scheduled this meeting due to serious concerns brought to my 
attention by various states and other advocacy groups about the 
perceived inadequacy of the planning to date by the various 
divisions of HHS for this program. A failure of this program in 
October and publicity about not being prepared prior to that time 
could be devastating for health care reform, the future of this 
program---not to mention the need for immunization of children. 

I have already included in the meeting DPC staff and OMB along 
with Sara Rosenbaum who is working with me on this program. 
Attached to this memo is the original memo that went to HHS 
regarding my request. I don't have other background materials to 
give you as HHS has not provided anything. While the meeting is 
scheduled for one hour I am prepared for it to last up to one and 
a half hours if necessary. 

You or a designee are invited to attend if you wish .. For 
planning purposes please indicate ASAP to Rosalyn Miller (by 
EMail or x62216) in my office if you plan to be present or have 
someone present. Also, you are certainly free to simply take 
this as an FYI; it is not a plea on my part for attendance but I 

. did want you to know about.. it. 

Thank you. 

., 

.; , .. ~. ..... 
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March 23. 1994 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Tony Robbins 

FR: Sara Rosenbaum 

RE: .The OBRA '93 vaccine floor stocks tax 

About a month ago Tony called me about the vaccine floor stocks tax problem, which 
involves federal and state health agency liability for the retroactive floor stocks tax that was 
passed as part of OBRA '93. After several weeks ofdiscussions with Treasury, it appears that 
while the law envisions liability on the part ofall federal and state purchasers (a'S well as private 
buyers), in fact there may be less liability than meets the eye. It is impossible to determine who 
has any repayment obligations on the part ofeither the CDC or state health agencies ( and if so, 
how much), without sitting down with CDC program staff' and legal counsel and learning more 
about how the CDC purchasing and distribution system works. 

I would like to schedule a meeting with PHS/CGC and relevant program staff to 
determine whether (a) CDC owes anything given the fiet that Congress did not appropriate the 
tax, and (b) whether states owe anything on §317-purchased vaccines in the absence of CDC 
payment given the fact that the tax comes out ofthe appropriation and given the fact that while 
the states may "hold" the vaccine, they may not have title to it, per the IRS ruling (attached). 

Please let me know how you want to proceed. 

cc: Jo Boufford 
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March 21, 1994 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Dr. Jo Boufford 

FR; Sara Rosenbaum 

RE: Vaccines for Children program issue: provider eligibility determinations 

I think that we need a would like to schedule a meeting in the very near future to discuss 
the possibility of an alternative eligibility determination process to physician-based 
detenninations in order to identity federally eligible children. Based on recent conversations 
with several physicians, as well as persons involved with universal state programs, I am deeply 
concerned that requiring doctors to collect child-specific eligibility data will depress physician 
participation, confuse operations for current, successful universal programs. and deter other 
states from establishing universal programs. 

The purpose ofthe child-specific eligibility determination process is to ensure that the 
100% federally-paid vaccines go only to "federally eligible'! children (the mandatory children). 
States supplementing the federal supplies with their own bulk purchases will have to be able to 
identifY which "pileI! of vaccine children fall into. States not supplementing the federal vaccines 
with supplies oftheir own for additional children also will have to be able to verify the number 
ofvials used. Currently as I understand it the plan is to have providers separate the children into 
piles. but it is increasingly evident that providers hate the whole idea. In some universal states in 
which providers now fully participate, office-based physicians are threatening to pull out 

Since no verification ofthe provider's determination is required, having doctors make 
the detennination is hardly foolproof. An allocation to the federal program that is based on 
reliable and audit-able s.tate estimates ofuninsured, Medicaid enrolled, Iridian and FQHCIRHC 
children makes far more sense. Under this system, physicians would have to submit no child
specific claims unless they want to be paid a Medicaid administration fee. 

To the best ormy knowledge. we have assumed that we must use a physician-based 
eligibility determination system both because ofthe way the new law is written and because of 
the Medicaid "claims" rule (a claim has to be filed to get paid, and the free vaccine is tantamount 
to a "claim"). Yet, the first issue (what the new law actually requires in this regard) has not. been 
fonnally reviewed by OGC. With respect to the second issue, unless the doctor claims an 
administration fee, there technically is no claim Cor payment (unless one treats the in-kind receipt 
of vaccine to be payment). . 

This is a potential killer issue with private physicians, just as the distribution financing 
problem was a killer issue. The point ofthe program was in large part to reduce missed 
opportunities to vaccinate by involving private physicians. It would be wrong to assume that we 
have to accept a bad outcome without a formal review ofthe problem. Perhaps this question has 
been put squarely to OGe already and has been resolved, but I am unaware of it. Therefore, if 
no fonnal consideration has been given. I would like to schedule a meeting next week with PHS, 
HCFA and aGe to discuss the problem and brainstorm about resolutions. I can have 1v.fillie 
(my administrative assistant) set up the meeting but thought that you might want to do it. 
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March 16, 1994 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Carol Rasco 

FR.: Sara Rosenbaum 

RE: Meeting with OMB re iqununization initiative 

Yesterday I sat in on I~ meeting between Nancy Ann Min and Ken Apfel and]o Boufford 
to go through a number of~al issues for resolution regarding implementation of the Vaccine for 
Children program. The issue:s for resolution revolve around the delivery system to be used for 
the initiative _. what it will Iopk like and how it will be paid for. It is absolutely essential that 
any remaining issues be clarit}ed literalI), within days, since the whole system needs to be up and 
running by October 1. It is also essential in my opinion that we resolve everything we can 
administratively, since getting amendments to clear up unresolved issues (if any) will be 
impossible. : 

i 
I 

This memo summariz~s what was raised and where we stand. 
i 

1. Payment for vaccine deli~ery tosts: As you will recall, a major issue has been who pays for 
deliveries and where the mon~ is to come from. The program prohibits the secretary from 
charging either sta.tes or providers for delivery. The Secretary must use manufacturers in the 
delivery system but is not limited to manufacturer contracts. Thus, ifmanufa.cturer contract 
price ceilings are too low to provide for door-to-door delivery services (as negotiations up to 
now indicate) then the Secret~ry must supplement the manufacturer contracts with added 
delivery services (see discussion below). HHS Office of Lega) Counsel has concluded that the 
delivery costs are indeed an irttegral part of the federal program cost of the new vaccine for 
children program. Since the rtew program is an amendment to Medicaid, this means that 
delivery costs effectively are part ofthe 100% FFP cost of the program. HCFA and PHS are in 
agreement on this issue. 

However, because the'legal ruling was reached after Ken prepared his Medicaid 
assumptions for 1994 and 19~5J the delivery costs are not reflected in the baseline. Part of the 
purpose of yesterday'S meeting was to clear this mater up with OMB. Since the delivery costs 
add only $30 million to the es~imated cost of the program ($424 million), this does not appear to 
be a major adjustment in the ~aseline to me, Nancy Ann indicated that the Director wil1 have to 
be briefed on the problem andi asked for a ruling. 

Without a favorable OMB ruling, we will need a legislative fix (either in the fonn of 
increased appropriations (hig~y unlikely) or a Medicaid amendment (also unlikely», The HHS 
ruling, if adopted by OMB , should not result in enough new Medicaid spending to significantly 
change the baseline. So long as OMB permits the clarification of the assumption we have cured 
the delivery financing probIe~. We will n9.t need clarifying Medicaid amendments and we will 
not need added discretionary 4Ppropriations to carry out the federal delivery services. 

I 

1 
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HHS is to provide O¥B with a legal opinion regarding the delivery costs as well as 
backup documentation regarding its claim that manufacturers 'WiU not absorb door-to-door 
delivery costs within their existing contracts (which currently cover only depot costs), 

, \ 

2. Delivery system; apportionment system for states claiming 100% FFPfor delivery tosts 
I 
, 

As I understand it, Illis will have manufacturers deliver vaccines to depots. States that 
either now, or plan to, do the~ own deliveries, will do so any bill the feds at a 100% FFP rate. 
Rules on billings and an apportionment system are to be set up. In states that choose not to 
deliver, HHS will contract for delivery services to providers. The goal is to keep things simple 
and cost effective. Apparently, as part ofREGO, H1IS is talking with GSA about using its 
trucks and warehousing syste,m to maintain and deliver vaccines. More details to come as part of 
the HHS briefing. : 

Ol\1B is very concerned about HHS' development ofa cost apportionment system, in 
order to get an accurate readIng on the delivery costs and to segregate the federal costs from . 
costs that states would bear ifthey order additional vaccines through the new discount system, as 
provided for under OBRA '93. 

, 

I 
3. OMB request for briefing

, 

O:MB wants a full briefing on the program for health staffas well as for Alice and the 
Director. It is my understanding that HHS is going to prepare such a briefing. I don't think that 
this should be consolidated With your briefing. It seems to me that the purposes are different and 
that the briefings should be kept separate. I would want to sit in on the OMB briefing in order to 
make sure that any (ollow-upl issues get dealt with as part of your meeting. 

4. 1996 Immunization Goals 

Nancy raised the issue ofthe wisdom of using 1996 goals for childhood immunization as 
well as Year 2000 goals. I told her that I had not had a follow-up with you from the December 
meeting. Bill Carr remember~ that you signed off on usina 1996 goals in early lanuary prior the 
issuance of the MMWR. publi,cation (attached). Since these goals are now public (p.S9) and 
since you already signed off, I see no reason to revisit them. 

Funhermore, it seems to me that this is an issue on which the PHS. not Ol\.1B, should 
make the call. What is at stake here is a clinical judgement rather than a cost estimate or cost .. 
related program managementi decision. The 1996 goal is a "bully pulpit" clinical marker which 
can be used to press for mor~ aggressive efforts to immunize children. I wouJd think that it is in 
the President's's interest to pr¢ss as hard as he can to immunize children. 

2. 
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I have left my telepho~e number for the next 4 days with Ros and Millie. See you nellCt 
week. Dinner was great fun l~st night. I think that we should get all the girls (yours, Diane's and 
mine) together.: ' 

I . 

3 
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. I • • 

, I 

• N. nfflleN!IN..rocvpII. ~ fOytln,ly .,ortecl to the Natlonll NotffI.bl. DI...... Surveillance 
1ft. i ' 

t8 u.. rno. h'DatfUa a vatu. Infectioftl amono ."',,,. and children IIId d yea,. ere 
""....1,1. Catthovgh ",oro .IIeaIV to bacorne chronic), acute dl._M IUN.m,not do" not 
eat the Inoldanae of thll prol:tl.m In thle age IrouP or the effectlwl". of hlpatltll By.
tion In Infant&. , 

U'& DlPAATMINtOF HEALTH AND HUMAN 811MCE81 Publlo He.tth se",lce
I l 
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275 (18%); and for pertussis, 3763 (85%). Of preschool-aged children with pertussis, 

2541 (88'" were aged <1 yeer (4). '
..., Reponed by: Nltlonllllmrrtunl"r1Gft PtO,ram, CDC. 
Editorial Note: The finding. in this repan Indrcate 'hal the incidencel of mOlt YBccln..I preventable disla••s during 1993 were 8t or naar tha;,. lowast reported 'eyale. 
However, dacr••••a In dl.M•• burden and mortalfCy oen be suet.lnad only by achisv

1 
I 

ing and maintaining high vaccination leyels among children aged 0..2 years. ForI. example, although the incidence of measles was low during 1981-1988, during 1989.. 1991, 8 r.,urgenc. of meast••-8ttribuled prlmarilv to • fenure· to vaccinate 
pr.schODI-aged children on time (i ••• , early during the second VIa,. of life) (5)
tu;c;;ounted for an estrmated 55/000 me••les clsal, 11,000 hospitalizatione, and 
130 deaths (CDC, unpublished data, 1893). 

The nationel re'I'0n8e to tho res"'rgence of meB8les has improved vaccination cov
eragl among children aged 0-2 ve.rI, Howevar, because no .yltem his been fully 
eatablished to tnaure that aU children c:omplet. the rsoammend.d .,ri•• of 11
11 do.es of vaccine bV theIr .econd birthday, vaCCination coverage remain. unaccept.. 
ably low In manvareas of the United Stat•• ( f,S). In "93. the Pre8ident InitIated CII. 8 
more comprehensive .national response to Undervlccinatlon. The goals of ell are to 
1) elimInate indigenous Cllel of abc vaccine-preventable d,.••••• (1.8., dIphtheria, Hib 
dIs•••• ramona children agad <i yeara], meaele., poUomyeliti" rubella, and tetanu. 

TABL! 1. Numb., of repo .... d cu•• of eli...... ".v.nteb', by routln. childhood 
vaccination - Unit.d Stat .., December 1193 ancl1l12-tlU. 

No..... amone chn....NO.CIMII, 
Total .... 	 IpldcSe!..tDID....... 
 -,. ,.01..... 1. 	 ,M ,ea 

Congenital rubeU. 

IYndrome (CAS)


Dlphth.rIa
H	••mophIlUII 
Intlu.",..'

Hepatltl. , •• 
M•••,•• 
M"mps".""sal,
Pollomyellcla,.

p.ralyllo"
Rubella 
ToI.nUI 

0 	 7 8 Sl•0 :I 0 1 0 

13& ';412 tall 512,..,z. ., 	 1,330 	 tuse 216 142 
4 U31 	 1,118 104 

117 ZA8I 1,I4D 3M 21&3_ I.700 	 2,31 31153 

- ,.,- -	 ,e11S 24, 	 ,
" 44 a 	 0 
-D.f.8 for ,IN .... fllMl end Ivr '893, provl810nol.
'For '992 and 1893, Ige data wert Ivanabla for 10% or mora call., except for 1992 Igo

' data for mumpa and rubella. which were .van.br. for 84" ."d 141rt of c...., r••".ctJv.Iy.
lAg. reported for fly. of ..ven persona with eftS thraugh December 31 t 1.3.\ 
tlnv'8lv8 drieS,.: H. InRue",., ••rotyp. la not routinely 'Ipartld to thl N.tJonll Notifiable 
DI...... Surveillance Sylt.rn. 

-s.o.u•• molt hepetkll I vir.... Infoctlons among Infants and chnd"," aged c& Y.I,. Ir. 
Irvmptornetlc 'ilthough likely to become chronic). acuta dlle... ,uNemanoa dOl. not 
r.ffeot the Incidence of chi. probllm In thl, 101 groul' 0' the Iff,ctl",nau of ""I'III!f1 8 vie· 
olnotlon In Infontl. 	 . 

ftFout CI...· of IUlpeetld poliomyeU!le we,. repotCed In 1183; four of the flv. auaptcaad 
ca,•• wIth ons. In 1112 were contirmed. and the eonn,",ed 0.1... w... vacci"".NOCiattd. 
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Ildhood Imm"nlZ.rlo" ,,,ltlarNe - Continued. 
~8LE z. Va_nation coverage lev.r. tar,ettcl by the obJeotlves 'or the Childhood 
rnmuni&ltlon Inltlative .... v vaecine and y • .,- - United Stlt.. 

L VaocInl 1m.....1... ' 19M : 1111 1188 
Diphtheria and tatanul tomld. 

and pertuaf. 13-4 dosiS' .,,, 85% 8'% 10% 
Pollomy.,ltls (3 do•••) 72% 75% 85" 10" 
Moa.l....mu"'~rubeli. (, doe.' 83" 8&" 9'* 80" 
H••mophllu, ",tru."". 

tYPe b C3-4 do...' 7&% 81% 90% 
Hep.ltltl. 8 (3 do...' - 30% 50% 70'" 

Isaenna data for ,", .ra not vat av.nabl •• 
+a8.eUn. data from 1882 Nltional Health Int,rvl,w Survey (I)• 
•The goal It for eo-w. vecdnltJon coyeragl bV 1998. 

Jamong ~hlld,.n 8ged ,c15 188ra1 by "HI, 21111Cf811•• V.ocIn~lon cOverage lavela to
~t lealt 90" among Z-year-old children by 1988 lor each af the vaccInations recom.. 
, nded routl".IV for children (for hapatItia I, the abJectlve I••ot for '991) (Teble 2); 
nd 3) establish a vaccinatlon-delivery 'Vltam·that mslntarn. and further Improves
19h coyeragalevala. ' 

en comprise' abc broad ar•• of activity that constitute the ftamework for meeting 
• nation'. goala for 1996 and beyond: 
Improv. qU111ty Ind qUlntlty of yaccinatlon-dellvery .,rvle... State and local 
health ageno118 will us. new federal resources to hire p.rsonnel, extend clinic 
hours, .nd encot.lragl h••lth--car. provldera to U8t all healtb--care contacts to ado 
mi"'.t.r needed vacclnel aftd reduce obltacf•• pereftta encounter in obtainIng 
vaccinatIons for children (7J. Computerlzld state vacclnetlgn infgrmatlon imams 
ar. being developed to remind paralUa when vaccination. art due and to 18818t 
health...... provIde,. In determining the vacolnatlo" needs of patients. 

Incre... eornmunity partICipation .nd education. A long"tarm, natlon.1 outreach 
campaign will b. Initiated fn April IBM to Improve parent .w.,........ of tho need 
for timely childhood vaoclnatlon .nd to prompt h.alth-clr. provid.r. to use all 
haaltheeara contAct. to .Clmlnll1:er needad vacclnea to children. ,At the national 
level, elements of thIs campal;., wllllnc'ude wldespre.d distribution of radio, tele· 
vision, and print publlo servici .nnouneemantl; di..,mlnation of 8 natlonal,therne 
and c.1I to action; and other activities designed to unify efforts throughout the 
country, At the Itate and community levels, the campaign will include I gr... roots 
organizing effort to unite aU .acto,.. of the community (8.g. public and private 
h.alth-care provide,., bu.1n.... groupe, community I••d~re, minority groupe, vol· 
untary and service organizations, religious inst1tutiona, and media affiliatea,. 
Reduce vaceln. con for parenti. To rtduel vlcoln. cost 18 a barrlar to vaccination, 
the U.S. Oepartment of Health and Human ServIce. will Initiate the Vaccinoe for 
Chirdren program on October 1, 1894. Thll program will purchase VBCGlne. from 
manufaotu"'1 and provide them ~ no cost to partIcipatinG ~ubUc and pri~lrl 
he.lth-oare provident far uaal" children ased 0-18 Vlara who are eligible for Medl· 
cald, ar. without he.lth insurlnce, or .re American Indlen. Children with health 
insurence who are .erved by federally qualified health centers al80 will be aDJe to 

ObJec:tI~.1 to reduce ea ... of ""urn"., ps!'tu"'a, and hepatidl B will be ut durinG 1894. 
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receive ffle vaccine If Ihelr insurance do•• not cov.rvacclnation. Stare vaccination 
programs win be Plrm1ft1d to pure"... ,ddltloner vIGain•• at reduo.d feeforal oon
treot price•• , 
'",prow aUNlI.II..for.ov.......nd .......An Improved system for maasurlng 
vaccination coveracae at the national, statl, and local level, among Infanta and 
young Ghnclren I, bein"el'tlDlllherJ to IdentHY undervlccinated I'ol'u(aticnllnd to 
monitor progre.s In achieving cove,aga goa.a. Clinic or office-b••ed •••e&lmaMa 
ar. being completed to a8.Jat h••lth-cat. grovid,,.. In increaalna coverage among 
the pOf)ulations they lerve. Surveillance for vacclna·preventebl. d18e8se. will ba 
intensIfied by inveatfgatinIJ each c88.of diaeaaf targeted for elimination to datar· 
mIne how that case mIght have been prevented end enable initiation of aggrelliVt

i 	 control melour,. when elae. are detected. ' 

~ FOfm 1M ""ftp"eft patlMrlhlpa. Many federal.gencl•• provide vaccInations to 
Ghlldrln, retmbUI'88 for vaccination lervicea, or have accasa rhrough education,. I food, ,",cUling, or oU,er asslltance-to populations a' hIgh rIsk for undlrvsGClna

I tion, Ilmn.rly, many prlvat. pro'ilder. and organiz.,tlona vaccinate children or 
1 otherwi.e ,.IYI or advocate for children. Coordination of thata afforu will be 
I 8trlngttiened and' new partnerships falmed to concentrate the ,fforta of these 

provfd.... and o,.."iutfona on Iml'roving the vlCClnatlon of childr,n. 
I 

• 	 Iml'rove V_ftM. Emphaala will be placed on the development and licensure of 
new and 8af8, or mora aHeedv. vacc'''''' ~xlatlnG vaccination lehedule. will be 
simplified, Ind development of combinatlon vlCeln•• wllf be promoted, 
To track progr... toward achieving the g~.'. of CU. CDC'. National Immunization 

Program 18 Inltr~ng In thll laue of MMWR monthfy rJublfcatlon ot a lIble that sum
marizes the number of ca... of an di...... preventable bV routln. childhood 
vaccinatIon reported during the previous month and Yler-ta-data (provisional data) 
(Tabla 1,. In addition, the 'table pompere. provisIonal data with final data for the pre· 
vicua y.ar and highlight. the number of reported caeos among ~hildr8n aged 
cS y••,. who are the primary focus of CII. Data in the table .,e derIved from CDC', 
National Notifiable Dlseaaea Surveillance System. 
R.Ia",,.., 	 . 
1. cae. alneral racomm.ncsauoftl on Immunlladon: I1JCDmmendat'gne of tbe AdYll6ty Com

miftM on Immunization Prlctlces (leIP). MMWR 1184;43(ln ,re.). 
2. ent,,"'n WAt. AtkfnlOn W" Mason III Bemllt RH. 'Inl." to vlOClnatlng prelChool children. 

J Health Cara Poor Undel"Hl'Wd 1190;1:315-30. 
3. Adams WG, Deaver leA, Coch( SL. It II. Decltne of childhood H,.mt:Jphllu. In Rue",.. tv'" b 

(Nib) d'M.U In th. Hib vlccine Ira. JAMA 1993;261:22'.... ~ 
4. CDC. R..u"."CI of p.rtuuie-Unttod Stat... 1813. MMWR 1893;42:8&2-.3,StiHO. 
I. National VaeeJna AcMlory CommItte•• The me..'.. eDld.mlc: the problem., bamal'l, and rec

ommendation&. JAMA '"';211:'547-&2. 
I, CDC. Vaccination cove,.,. of 2.y1.r-old chlldfln-UnfUKI Stetll, 11'1-1992. MMWR '883: 

42:18..... I 

7. CDC. Stlndlrd, for pedlllr1elmmunlZ.cfon pl'lCt:lon. JAMA 1183;211:18"-2%. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR KEVIN THURM 


FROM: 	 Carol H. Rasco~ 
SUBJECT: Immunization Meeting 

with the Vaccines for Children Program scheduled to go into 
effect in about 6 months; I would like to schedule a meeting at 
the White House to review the status of the following issues: 

the vaccine purchase contracts with the manufacturers 

the provider delivery system the Secretary will be using 

• 	 instructions to state Medicaid agencies regarding 
provider outreach and enrollment, state obligations 
with respect to ordering vaccines for participating 
providers, and conditions under which FFP is available 
for these activities as 'part of states' overall EPSDT 
program 

• 	 eligibility standards for children 

instructions to state health agencies and other 
agencies regarding supplemental vaccine purchasing 

• 	 special outreach efforts aimed at uninsured, 
under insured and Indian children 

• 	 special outreach efforts aimed at enrolling providers 

any other matters related to the implementation of the 
program 

As I understand it, CDC now has lead responsibility for this 
program; if at all possible, I would like to have personnel from 
Atlanta at the meeting along with other appropriate senior PHS 
staff. I also think that because HCFA in many ways will continue 
to play a pivotal role, senior staff from that agency also should 
be present. 

I particularly want to. know if any problems in implementation 
have come up, what they are, and how they are. being resolved. 

I have asked Rosalyn Miller in my office to expect a call from 
you so that mutually agreeable dates can be explored. If HHS 
wishes to prepare background briefing materials, I would welcome 
them. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR KEVIN THURM 

FROM: Carol H. Rasco' 

SUBJECT: Immunization Meeting 

With the Vaccines for Children Program scheduled to go into 
effect in about 6 months, I would like to schedule a meeting at 
the White House to review the status of the following issues: 

the vaccine purchase contracts with the manufacturers 

the provider delivery system the Secretary will be using 

• instructions to state Medicaid agencies regarding 
provider outreach and enrollment, state obligations 
with respect to ordering vaccines for participating 
providers, and conditions under which FFP is available 
for these activities as part of states' overall EPSDT 
program 

eligibility standards for children 

• instructions to state health agencies and other 
agencies regarding supplemental vaccine purchasing 

special outreach efforts aimed at uninsured, 
underinsured and Indian children 

special outreach efforts aimed at enrolling providers 

any other matters 
program 

related to the implementation of the 

As I understand it, CDC now has lead responsibility for this 
-program~ if at all possible, I would like to have ~ personnel 

from Atlanta at the meeting along with other appropriate senior 
PHS staff. I also think that because HCFA in many ways will 
continue to playa pivotal. role, senior staff from that agency 
also should be present. 

particularly want to know if any problems in implementation 
have come up, what they are, and how they are being resolved. 

I have asked Rosalyn Miller in my office to expect a call from 
you so that mutually agreeable dates can be explored. If HHS 
wishes to prepare background briefing materials, I would welcome 
them. 
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MEM0RANDUM . 

TO: Kevin Thurm 

FR: Carol Rasco 

RE: Immunization meeting 

With the Vaccines for Children Program scheduled to go into effect in about 6 months, I 
would to schedule a meeting ::.~~the status of the following issues: 

~ the vaccine purchase contracts with the manufacturers 

the provider delivery system the Secretary will be~ing 

instructions to state Medicaid agencies regarding provider outreach and enrollment, state 
obligations with respect to ordering vaccines for participating providers, a ..nd conditions 
under which FFP is available for these activities as part of states' overall EPSDT program 

eligibility standards for children 

instructions to state health agencies and other agencies regarding supplemental vaccine 
purchasing 

~ special outreach efforts aimed at uninsured, underinsured and Indian children 

~ special outreach efforts aimed at enrolling providers 

~ any other matters related to the implementation of the program 

~J~~6w has lead responsibility fo~~~sibie I would like to have key 
personnel from Atlanta at the meeting along with other appropriate senior PHS staff-here if) tOWf)~ 
I also think that because HCF A in many ways will continue to playa pivotal role.(e'®D though... 
C-BC is wnning the program) senior stafffrom that ~ency also should be present. . 

I particularly want to know if any problems in implementation have come up, what they 
are, and how they are being resolved. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASH I NGTON 

March 14, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR KEVIN THURM 

FROM: 	 Carol H. Rasco 

SUBJECT: Immunization Meeting 

with 	the Vaccines for Children Program scheduled to go into 
effect in about 6 months, I would like to schedule a meeting at 
the White House to review the status of the following issues: 

• 	 the vaccine pUrchase contracts with the manufacturers 

the provider delivery system the Secretary will be using 

• 	 instructions to state Medicaid agencies regarding 

provider outreach and enrollment, state obligations 

with respect to ordering vaccines for participating 

providers, and conditions under which FFP is available 

for these activities as part of states' overall EPSDT 

program 


• 	 eligibility standards for children 

• 	 instructions to state health agencies and other 
agencies regarding supplemental vaccine purchasing 

special outreach efforts aimed at uninsured, 

underinsured and Indian children 


• 	 special outreach efforts aimed at enrolling providers 

any other matters related to the implementation of the 
program 

As I understand it, CDC now has lead responsibility for·this 
program; if at all possible, I would like to have personnel from 
Atlanta at the meeting along with other,appropriate senior PHS 
staff. I also think that because HCFA in many ways will continue 
to play a pivotal role, senior staff from that agency also should 
be present. 

I particularly want to know if any problems in implementation 
have come up, what they are, and how they are being resolved. 

I have asked Rosalyn Miller in my office to expect a call from 
you so that mutually agreeable dates can be explored. If HHS 
wishes to prepare background briefing materials, I would welcome 
them. 





patients,which saw a fourfold increase ~n hospital admissions 
from 1983 (130,000) to 1991 (570,000). 

The March 11 issue of Morbidity and Mortality Weekly (MMWR) will 
contain two articles on AIDS. One of the articles, "Impact of 
the Expanded AIDS Surveillance Definition for Adolescents and 
Adults on Case Reporting," will show a large increase in AIDS 
cases, largely because the definition for reporting has changed. 
The second article, "Heterosexually Acquired AIDS," has new 
numbers, but they are not remarkably different from previous 
studies. 

The March 18 issue of MMWR may contain three articles that are 
potentially newsworthy. The first, "Health Risk Behaviors Among 
Persons Aged 12-21 Years," indicates that one-quarter or more of 
all children ages 12-13 engage in several health risk behaviors. 
These behaviors include drinking alcohol, using tobacco, failing 
to use a seat belt, and physical fighting. The second two 
articles analyze illness outbreaks in July 1993 attributed to 
food poisoning. One article links an outbreak at two Virginia 
9ay-care centers to rice that was stored at room temperature. 
The other covers the E-coli scare in California ground beef. The 
bacteria is rarely isolated from the implicated meat, and the 
authors urge caution with home-cooked hamburgers. 

On March 14, the second meeting of the NIH Human Embryo Research 
Panel will take place in Bethesda. With the enactment of the NIH 
Revitalization Act of 1993, research involving hUman embryos may 
now be awarded Federal funding. Before any.funding is awarded, 
this panel will provide recommendations on acceptable and 
unacceptable uses for human embryo research. For those 
recommended uses, the panel will draft guidelines for the 
Advisory Committee to the NIH Director. The recommendations and 
guidelines are not due until June or July, but the first meeting 
attracted reporters from NBC News, JAMA, and the Medical News 
Network. 

The Surgeon General taped an interview with Jesse Jackson for his 
CNN show, "Both Sides with Jesse Jackson." It may air March 12. 
She will not be one of the live roundtable participants; her 
remarks will only be used as an introduction for a show he is 
doing on smoking. 

The March 16 JAMA contains an article, written by Elizabeth R. 
Zell of CDC's National Immunization Program, on low vaccination 
levels for preschool and school-age children in the united States 
during 1991 and 1992. According to the study, which targeted 
urban areas, only 44 percent (median) of children were fully 
vaccinated by their second birthday. This level is far below the 
Public Health Service's goal of 90 percent immunization for two 
year-olds by the year 1996. The percentage of fully vaccinated 
children by age of school entry was 87 percent (median). In 
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other studies referenced in the article, it is clear that 
immunization rates in large urban areas are lower than those in 
more rural areas. 

That edition of JAMA will also contain an article on 
infectious disease outbreaks among competitive athletes. The 
article, written by Dr. Richard Goodman of CDC's Epidemiology 
Program Office, underscores the need to better characterize the 
occurrence of these problems. 

WEEK IN REVIEW 

HCFA announced that it will not renew its contract with Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan (BC/BS) for the administration 
of the Medicare program in Michigan. A Justice Department 
investigation is examining the performance of Michigan BC/BS in 
the auditing of cost reports submitted by hospitals and other 
providers. HCFA has taken the non-renewal action because the 
Medicare program in Michigan needs stronger management of payment 
safeguards and internal controls as well as better service for 
beneficiaries and health care providers. 

The administration of both Parts A and B of the Medicare 
program in Michigan will be assumed by Health Care Service. 
Corporation (HCSC) of Illinois. HCSC's outstanding performance 
record gives us confidence that it has the experience and 
resources to efficiently administer the program in Michigan. 
HCFA will require the new contractor to base its Michigan 
operations in the Detroit areas and offer positions to all non
managerial staff of Michigan BC/BS except in the Audit area. 
Since approximately 70 percent of Michigan BC/BS employees are 
represented by the United Auto Workers, continuation of the union 
relationship with the new contractor is a primary consideration. 
The movement of workload will be accomplished by the end of the 
year after a planned transition period to ensure that services to 
Medicare beneficiaries and providers will continue without 
disruption. 

On Tuesday, March 8, HHS submitted its recommendations to OMB 
regarding requests from midwestern states for additional federal 
flood relief funding. Last October, HHS released $65 million of 
a $75 million emergency flood relief fund after reviewing state 
requests. HHS has now completed its review for state requests 
for the remaining funds and has submitted a recommendation for 
release of approximately $6.5 million to address domestic 
violence, well water sampling, sealing of abandoned wells, and 
other relief activities. 
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E X E CUT I V E OFF ICE o F THE PRE SID E N T 

17-Mar-1994 06:13pm 

TO: 	 Rosalyn A. Miller 

FROM: 	 Carol H. Rasco 
Economic and Domestic Policy 

SUBJECT: 	 RE: Immunization Briefing 

We need to talk early tomorrow about that week. I of course had 
originally thought I had asked that whole week be blocked when we 
wrote that M-M would be gone but I wouldn't think of changing the 
Heuman meeting after all the trouble in setting it so I have done 
some work to rearrange some personal plans. We do need to talk 
about possibility of dental appt. early in week as Dr. Petersen's 
office will be calling you ..• we can then look and see if anyone 
wants to do this immunization meeting another time. 
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WASHINGTON 

March 14, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR KEVIN THURM 


FROM: 	 Carol H. Rasco~ 
SUBJECT: Immunization Meeting 

with the Vaccines for Children Program scheduled to go into 
effect in about 6 months, I would like to schedule a meeting at 
the White House to review the status of the following issues: 

the vaccine purchase contracts with the manufacturers 

the provider delivery system the Secretary will be using 

instructions to state Medicaid agencies regarding 
provider outreach and enrollment, state obligations 
with respect to ordering vaccines for participating 
providers, and conditions under which FFP is available 
for these activities as part of states' overall EPSDT 
program 

• 	 eligibility standards for children 

instructions to state health agencies and other 
agencies regarding supplemental vaccine purchasing 

special outre~dh·efforts aimed at uninsured, 

underinsured and::lndian children 


• 	 specj~~ outreach efforts aimed at enrolling providers 

.. 	 any other matters r~.lated to the implementation of the 
program;,.. 

/' I 

As I understand·it, CDC~riow has lead responsibility for this 
program: if at all possible, I would like to have personnel from 
Atlanta at the meeting along with other appropriate senior PHS . 
staff. I also think that because HCFA in many ways will continue 
to play a pivotal role, senior staff from that agency also should 
be present. 

I particularly want to' know if any problems in implementation 
have come up, what they are, and how they are being resolved. 

I have asked Rosalyn Miller in my office to expect a call from 
you so that mutually agreeable dates can be explored. If HHS 
wishes to prepare background·briefing materials, I would welcome 
them. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 31, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR JUD~ SPANGLER .. n ~. 
/'UJ.!' ,. 

FROM: Rosalyn Miller (x62216) 

SUBJECT: calligraphy Request 

As discussed, these are the names for which I will need tent 
cards before 10:00 a.m. tomorrow: 

Kevin Thurm 
Jo Ivey Boufford 
William Corr 
David Satcher 
Walter Ornstein 
Richard Leach 
Sally R. Richardson 
Jerry Klepner 
Nancy-Ann Min 
Keith Mason 
Jennifer Klein 
Sheryl Dicker 
Wendy Nishikawa 

Health Care Financing Administration 
Center for Disease Control 
Office of Intergovernmental Affairs 
Office of Cabinet Affairs 
Office of Public Liaison 


